PREVENT ACCIDENTS

With Blood Segment Opener, healthcare workers do not need to cut the segments anymore, which allows them to become more efficient in cross-matching samples.

BLOOD SEGMENT OPENER

FOR BLOOD TYPING DONOR SEGMENTS IN BLOOD BANK

BLOOD BANK DEPOT

4813 RIDGE ROAD STE. 111-79
DOUGLASVILLE, GA. 30134 USA
Blood Segment Opener is a single-use device that makes it easy for lab technicians to complete pre-transfusion type and cross procedures while minimizing the risk of spills and breakage. Segment Opener allows lab technicians to get a sample typed and matched with fewer steps.

- Insert the blood segment into the blood segment device.
- Press until the needle punctures the blood segment.
- Let blood flow from the segment into the specimen tube.
- Discard the blood segment and the blood segment device into a medical waste container.

Prevent Employee Exposure
Reduce Risk & Save Money

For 10-12mm Test Tubes
Part# BB 4243

ABOUT US
Modern day medical processes seek the help of various instruments and technologies. These improve the quality of the medical practices and keeping that in mind Blood Bank Depot has emerged with lots of improved technology instruments. All the products that we deal with are best made and are effective. Test Tubes, Heat Blocks, Serofuge, Agglutination Viewer, Heat Blocks, PPE – all these blood bank products are immensely helpful for different tests. We deal with the best quality products manufactured by the eminent companies. We have been providing the best quality instruments for over years.
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Douglasville, GA 30134 USA
1-800-948-5024
sales@bloodbankdepot.com
Visit us on the web:
www.bloodbankdepot.com